Pioneering ONLINE RECRUITMENT software

Jobtrain’s APPLICANT
TRACKING SOFTWARE
is designed to work for
you to SUPPORT,
MANAGE and
AUTOMATE your
recruitment processes
with SECURE, highly
intuitive, leading
edge technology.
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PLANNING and
APPROVALS
TAILORED ACCESS
FOR HIRING MANAGERS
With Jobtrain, your hiring
managers can have their
own relevant, easy to use
and fully tailored
real-time access.

ONLINE VACANCY
AUTHORISATION
Streamline your vacancy approval
processes to save everyone time
and ensure new roles are
approved, advertised and hired
without costly delays.
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REVIEW, SCORE
and SCREEN

Identify the star applicants quickly and easily, screen out
unsuitable candidates and deliver a seamless platform for
collaborative feedback. Jobtrain’s applicant tracking systems
makes scoring and screening effortless.

 Killer and scored
questionnaires
 Flexible application forms
 Integrated with 3rd party testing tools
 Hiring manager access,
review and feedback online
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The CANDIDATE
EXPERIENCE

Video interview
integration

Clear communication is key
throughout the recruitment process,
to keep everyone informed at all
stages – Jobtrain ensures everyone
stays updated every step of the way!

Email and text
messaging
Self-service
interview booking
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SEARCH
and APPLY

Adopts your brand

An intuitive, job search and application process
for your candidates is vital for successful hiring.
We work hard to ensure your (Jobtrain powered)
candidate process adopts your brand, is simple to
use and works seamlessly,
whether they’re using a computer or a mobile.
Simply post jobs, using Jobtrain to your
external and internal careers pages, social media,
job boards and agencies to ensure they reach as
wide an audience as possible.

Share via
social media
Made for mobile
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CANDIDATE
HIRE

You’ve found your perfect candidate and of course you want them
onboard yesterday.
Jobtrain’s applicant tracking software is designed to take the pain
out of the necessary but traditionally lengthy pre-employment checks
and onboarding processes.
 Offer authorisation
 Integration with your HR
software
 Self-service online onboarding
 Referencing
 Pre-employment checklists and integrated DBS checking
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PRO-ACTIVE
hiring

FULLY SEARCHABLE
CANDIDATE DATABASE

HELP and SUPPORT right
when you need it
Jobtrain provides unlimited phone and
email support every step of the way for all
users and candidates too.
This is all delivered from our UK offices,
by HR and recruitment specialists,
not just technology experts.

All our solutions allow you to
search and find candidates and
their information with ease.

TALENT POOLS
Ever found yourself racking your brain
trying to remember the name of the
fantastic sales consultant you spoke to
5 months ago? Jobtrain’s talent pools
have been created to ease your pain.
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PRO-ACTIVE
hiring

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

INTELLIGENT SEARCHING
AND MATCHING
Can you imagine your applicant tracking system
automatically finding you talented and relevant
people to approach for your jobs even before
you’ve advertised? Imagine no more, welcome
to Jobtrain Smart Search and Match!

Time to hire, advert source, diversity data
– whether you want to see data at a glance, run
standard reports, create complex custom reports
or drill through the data and send to Management
at high noon on the first of each month,
we’ve got your metrics covered in Jobtrain.
 Dashboard reporting
 Standard reports
 Business Intelligence and Report Building
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JOIN US AND YOU’LL BE IN GREAT COMPANY

Why JOBTRAIN?
With over 15 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE in delivering
applicant tracking systems and support services,
we work with companies large and small ACROSS
ALL SECTORS and locations to deliver intuitive,
effective, FLEXIBLE AND FULLY SUPPORTED
online recruitment software.
As a company and a team we share a common
DNA of many of us coming from corporate
HR and recruitment backgrounds, which provides
us with relevant experience, insight and
understanding to develop and help deliver
effective solutions for our clients.
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The TECHNICAL
stuff
Jobtrain is hosted in The Cloud and
accessing Jobtrain couldn’t be easier.
All you need is access to the internet and
you’re off; it doesn’t matter if you’re using
a PC, Mac or a tablet!
Our implementation team is highly experienced
– you’ll be in excellent hands and up and running
in just weeks.
We take the security of our solutions and your
data VERY seriously! Our UK based Cloud hosted
solution is ISO 27001 certified (the main Information
Security standard) and the security of our
solutions is independently tested regularly.
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GET IN TOUCH
Jobtrain Solutions
4 Tabley Court
Victoria Street
Altrincham
Cheshire
WA14 1EZ
+44 (0) 161 850 2004
enquiries@jobtrain.co.uk

Jobtrain.co.uk

More than an ATS

